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Abstract
We introduce Wakamatsu-silting complexes (resp., Wakamatsu-tilting complexes) as a
common generalization of both silting complexes (resp., tilting complexes) and Wakamatsu-
tilting modules. Characterizations of Wakamatsu-silting complexes are given. In particular,
we show that a complex T is Wakamatsu-silting if and only if its dual DT is Wakamatsu-
silting. It is conjectured that all compact Wakamatsu-silting complexes are just silting
complexes. We prove that the conjecture lies under the finitistic dimension conjecture.
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1 Introduction
Throughout this paper, R always denotes an artin algebra. We denote by modR the category
of all finitely generated left R-modules and by DbpmodRq the bounded derived category of modR.
The homotopy category of bounded complexes of finitely generated projective modules is denoted
by KbpPRq.
A very important notion in the derived category is the notion of tilting complexes [Rk],
since they characterize derived equivalences, see [K][Rk]. A slightly general notion is the notion
of silting complexes [AI][KV][Ws]. Recall that a complex T P DbpmodRq is silting provided
(1) T P KbpPRq, (2) T is semi-selforthogonal, i.e., HomDpT, T risq “ 0 for all i ą 0, and (3)
T generates KbpPRq. In term of this notion, a tilting complex is just a selforthogonal silting
complex, i.e., a silting complex T such that HomDpT, T risq “ 0 for all i ‰ 0 .
The notion of silting (tilting) complexes is a far generalization of tilting modules. Another far
generalization of tilting modules is the notion of Wakamatsu-tilting modules [Wk1][GRS]. Recall
that an R-module T (in modR) is Wakamatsu-tilting [Wk1], if it satisfies (1) T is selforthogonal
and (2) there is a long exact sequence 0Ñ RÑf0 T0 Ñ
f1 T1 Ñ
f2 ¨ ¨ ¨ such that all Ti P addDT
and all Imfi P
Kką0T .
Wakamatsu-tilting modules doesn’t induce derived equivalences in general. However, they
are connected with an equivalence between more general categories than derived categories,
namely, repetitive equivalences. Here, we say that two artin algebras R and S are repetitive
equivalent if their repetitive algebras Rˆ and Sˆ are stably equivalent. By Happel’s result [Hb],
˚Supported by the National Science Foundation of China (Grant Nos. 11171149) and the National Science
Foundation for Distinguished Young Scholars of Jiangsu Province (Grant No.BK2012044)
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for an artin algebra R, there is a fully faithful embedding of the bounded derived category
DbpmodRq into the stable module category of the repetitive algebra Rˆ and this embedding is
an equivalence if and only if the global dimension of R is finite. Following ideas in [Wk2], we
proved that a Wakamatsu-tilting R-module T such that its Auslander class TX is covariantly
finite always induces a repetitive equivalence between R and EndRT [We]. Note that such
class of Wakamatsu-tilting modules contain all tilting modules and that all Wakamatsu-tilting
modules over an algebra of finite representation type satisfy the condition.
Repetitive equivalences are more general than derived equivalences. In fact, by results in
[As][Ch][Rk] etc., if two artin algebras are derived equivalent, then their repeptitive algebras
are derived equivalent, and hence stably equivalent. It follows that a tilting complex T over R
always induces a repetitive equivalence between R and EndT .
The above facts show that both Wakamatsu-tilting modules and tilting complexes contribute
to some parts of characterizations of repetitive equivalences. This suggests to study the common
generalization of these two kinds of objects. Moreover, it is also needed when we consider the
Morita theory for repetitive equivalences.
In this paper, we introduce the notion of Wakamatsu-silting (Wakamatsu-tilting) complexes,
which is certainly a common generalization of both Wakamatsu-tilting modules and silting (tilt-
ing) complexes. In term of this new notion, Wakamatsu-tilting modules are just modules which
are Wakamatsu-silting. Generally, a Wakamatsu-silting complex is not compact in the derived
category of R. We conjectured that compact Wakamatsu-silting complexes are just silting
complexes. In fact, we prove the conjecture provided that the finitistic dimension conjecture
holds for the algebra R. It is the case if the injective dimension of R (considered as a left
R-module) is finite, or R is an Igusa-Todorov algebra [Wig]. We provide interesting characteri-
zations of Wakamatsu-silitng complexes. In particular, we show that the notion of Wakamatsu-
silting complexes is self-dual, in sense that a complex T is Wakamatsu-silting if and only if
DT is Wakamatsu-silting, where D is the usual duality functor for artin algebras. Assume that
F : DbpmodRq é DbpmodSq : G define an derived equivalence, we obtain that T P DbpmodRq is
Wakamatsu-silting if and only if F pT q is Wakamatsu-silting. The above two results also provides
us many examples of Wakamatsu-silting complexes and Wakamatsu-tilting complexes other than
Wakamatsu-tilting modules and tilting complexes.
Complexes in the paper are always cochain ones and subcategories are always full subcate-
gories in DbpmodRq closed under quasi-isomorphisms. Let I be a finite interval of integers, we
denote by DIpmodRq the subcategory of all complexes whose homologies concenter in I. We
denote by fg : LÑ N the composition of two homomorphism f : LÑM and g :M Ñ N . For
simple, we use HomDp´,´q instead of HomDbpmodRqp´,´q.
For basic knowledge on triangulated categories, derived categories and the tilting theory, we
refer to [Hb] and the Handbook of tilting theory [AHKb].
2 Auslander classes and co-Auslander classes in derived cate-
gories
This section is devoted to basic properties about Auslander classes and co-Auslander classes
in derived categories, which will be needed for our main results in the next section.
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We use notions following from [Ws]. For reader’s convenience, we recall some of them.
Let C be a subcategory containing 0. The subcategory C is extension closed if for any triangle
U Ñ V Ñ W Ñ with U,W P C, it holds that V P C. It is resolving (resp., coresolving) if it is
further closed under the functor r´1s (resp., r1s). Note that C is resolving (resp., coresolving)
if and only if, for any triangle U Ñ V Ñ W Ñ (resp., W Ñ V Ñ U Ñ) in T with W P C, one
has that ‘ U P C ô V P C ’.
For a complex L, we say that L has a C-resolution (resp., C-coresolution) with the length at
most n (n ě 0), denoted by C-res.dimpLq ď n (resp., C-cores.dimpLq ď n), if there is a series
of triangles Lk`1 Ñ Xk Ñ Lk Ñ (resp., Lk Ñ Xk Ñ Lk`1 Ñ), where 0 ď k ď n, such that
L0 “ L, Ln`1 “ 0 and each Xk P C.
There are the following subcategories associated with the subcategory C, where n ě 0.
pCˆqn :“ tL P D
bpmodRq | C-res.dimpLq ď nu.
pCˇqn :“ tL P D
bpmodRq | C-cores.dimpLq ď nu.
Cˆ :“ tL P DbpmodRq | L P pCˆqn for some nu.
Cˇ :“ tL P DbpmodRq | L P pCˇqn for some nu.
Let I be a class of integers. We have the following notions.
CKkPI :“ tN P DbpmodRq | HomDpM,N risq “ 0 for all M P C and all k P Iu.
KkPIC :“ tN P DbpmodRq | HomDpN,M risq “ 0 for all M P C and all k P Iu.
It is easy to see that, for fixed integer m, the subcategory CKkąm (resp., KkąmC) is coresolving
(resp., resolving) and closed under direct summands.
Let M be a complex. Denote by addDM the subcategory of all direct summands of finite
coproducts of M . M is said to be semi-selforthogonal (resp., selforthogonal) provided that
M PMKką0 (resp., M PMKk‰0).
Setup: We fix that M is a semi-selforthogonal complex throughout this section.
Now we introduce the following subcategories associated with the semi-selforthogonal com-
plex M . Let I be a finite interval of integers such that M P DIpmodRq.
MX
I :“ tX PMKką0 | there are triangles Xi`1 ÑMi Ñ Xi Ñ, where X0 “ X and
each Mi P addDM , such that all Xi PM
Kką0 XDIpmodRq u.
X IM :“ tX P
Kką0M | there are triangles Xi ÑMi Ñ Xi`1 Ñ, where X0 “ X and
each Mi P addDM , such that all Xi P
Kką0M XDIpmodRq u.
It follows from the definition that for each X P MX
I, there is a triangle X 1 Ñ MX Ñ X Ñ
such that MX P addDM and X
1 P MX
I. Also, for each X P X IM , there is a triangle X ÑMX Ñ
X 1 Ñ such that MX P addDM and X
1 P X IM .
We set
MX
5 :“ tX | X P MX
I for some finite interval I of integers such that M P DIpmodRqu
and call it the Auslander class (related to M). Similarly, we set
X 5M :“ tX | X P X
I
M for some finite interval I of integers such that M P D
IpmodRqu
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and call it the co-Auslander class. It is clear that {addDM Ď MX
5 and that ­addDM Ď X
5
M (since
M is semi-selforthogonal).
We note that, in case M is a selforthogonal module, MX
r0,0s and X
r0,0s
M are just the classes
MX and XM firstly introduced by Auslander-Reiten [AR]. The class MX is often called Auslander
class in the literature, see for instance [AF].
The following result gives important properties of Auslander classed and co-Auslander classes.
The proof is similar to [Ws, Proposition 2.2]. Here we list for reader’s convenience.
Proposition 2.1 p1q The Auslander class MX
5 is coresolving and closed under direct sum-
mands.
p2q The co-Auslander class X 5M is resolving and closed under direct summands.
Proof. (1) Note that 0 P addDM , so it is easy to see that the Auslander class MX
5 is closed
under [1] by the definition.
The Auslander class MX
5 is also closed under extensions. To see this, let U Ñf V Ñg W Ñ
be a triangle with U,W P MX
5. By the definition of MX
5, one easily see that there is some
common finite interval I of integers such that U,W P MX
I. Thus, it is sufficient to show that
MX
I is closed under extensions.
By the definition of MX
I, we have triangles Ui`1 Ñ M
1
i Ñ
ui Ui Ñ and Wi`1 Ñ M
2
i Ñ
wi
Wi Ñ with Ui,Wi P MX
I and M 1i ,M
2
i P addDM for all i ě 0, where U0 “ U and W0 “W . Note
that MKką0 XDIpmodRq is obviously closed under extensions, so V0 :“ V PM
Kką0 XDIpmodRq
too. Since U0 PM
Kką0 , the map w0 can be lifted to a map θ P HomDpM
2
0
, V0q through the map
g. Hence we have the following triangle commutative diagram for some V1.
❄ ❄ ❄
U0 ✲
f
V0 ✲
g
W0 ✲
❄u0 ❄p
u0f
θ q ❄
w0
M 1
0
✲p1,0q M 1
0
‘M2
0
✲
p0
1
q
M2
0
✲
 
 
 ✠
θ
❄ ❄ ❄
U1 ✲ V1 ✲ W1 ✲
Repeating the above process to the triangle U1 Ñ V1 Ñ W1 Ñ, where U1, V1 P MX
I, and
so on, we obtain triangles Vi`1 Ñ Mi Ñ Vi Ñ, for some Vi’s, where V0 “ V , such that all
Mi “ M
1
i ‘M
2
i P addDM and all Vi P M
Kią0 X DIpmodRq. It follows that V P MX
I, i.e., MX
I
is closed under extensions.
Combining the above, we see that MX
5 is coresolving.
Finally, we prove that MX
5 is closed under direct summands. It is also sufficient to show
that the subcategory MX
I is closed under direct summands, for any finite interval I of integers.
Assume that V “ U ‘W P MX
I. Then U,W P MKią0 X DIpmodRq, since both MKią0 and
DIpmodRq are closed under direct summands. By the definition, there is a triangle V1 ÑM0 Ñ
V Ñ with M0 P addDM and V1 P MX
I. Then we have the following triangle commutative
diagram, for some W1.
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❄ ❄ ❄
U ✲ V ✲ W ✲
❄ ❄ ❄
W1 ✲ M0 ✲ W ✲
❄ ❄ ❄
V1 ✲ V1 ✲ 0 ✲
From the diagram we obtain a triangle W1 Ñ M0 Ñ W Ñ with M0 P addDM . Note
that there is also a triangle V1 Ñ W1 Ñ U Ñ, from which we can construct a new triangle
V1 ÑW1 ‘W Ñ U ‘W p“ V q Ñ. It follows that W1 ‘W P MX
I, since V1, V P MX
I and MX
I
is closed under extensions. Now repeating the process to W1, and so on, we obtain triangles
Wi`1 Ñ M
2
i Ñ Wi Ñ with each M
2
i P addDM , where W0 “ W , for all i ě 0. Clearly each
Wi PM
Kią0 XDIpmodRq by the construction, so we obtain that W P MX
I by the definition. It
follows that MX
I is closed under direct summands.
(2) The proof is dual to that for (1). l
Let C be a suncategory. We denote xCy` :“ tX | X “ Crns for some C P C and some integer
n ě 0u and xCy´ :“ tX | X “ Crns for some C P C and some integer n ď 0u.
Theorem 2.2 p1q The subcategory xMX
5y´ is a triangulated subcategory closed under direct
summands.
p2q The subcategory xX 5My` is a triangulated subcategory closed under direct summands.
Proof. We prove (2). Dually, one can obtain the proof of (1).
(2) Clearly, xX 5My` is closed under [1]. Since X
5
M is closed under direct summands, it is also
seasy to see that xX 5My` is closed under direct summands.
We show that xX 5My` is closed under [-1]. In fact, for anyN P xX
5
My`, we have thatN “ Xrns
for some X P X 5M and some n ě 0. Then N r´1s “ Xrn ´ 1s “ pXr´1sqrns. Since X
5
M is closed
under [-1] by Proposition 2.1, we have that Xr´1s P X 5M . Hence N r´1s “ pXr´1sqrns P xX
5
My`,
by the definition.
Finally, we prove that xX 5My` is closed under extensions. Assume N
1 Ñ N Ñ N2 Ñ be a
triangle with N 1, N2 P xX 5My`. Let N
1 “ X 1ris and N2 “ X2rjs for some i, j ě 0. Take some n
such than n ě i, j, then i´n ă 0 and j´n ă 0. Hence, both X 1ri´ns and X2rj´ns are in X 5M ,
since X 5M is closed under [-1]. Obviously we have a triangle N
1r´ns Ñ N r´ns Ñ N2r´ns Ñ.
But both N 1 “ X 1ri ´ ns and N2 “ X2rj ´ ns are in X 5M , so N r´ns P X
5
M , since X
5
M is closed
under extensions by Proposition 2.1. It follows that N “ pN r´nsqrns P xX 5My`. l
It is easy to see that both xMX
5y´ and xX
5
My` contain the smallest triangulated subcategory
containing M .
We have another characterization of the triangulated subcategory xMX
5y´ (resp., xX
5
My` ).
Proposition 2.3 p1q The triangulated subcategory xMX
5y´ coincides with the subcategory
~
MX
5.
p2q The triangulated subcategory xX 5My` coincides with the subcategory
y
X 5M .
Proof. (1) By the definition of~MX 5, it is easy to see that
~
MX
5 Ď xMX
5y´, since xMX
5y´ is a
triangulated subcategory containing Auslander class MX
5. It remains to show that xMX
5y´ Ď
~
MX
5. Take any N P xMX
5y´, we have that N “ Xr´ns for some X P MX
5 and some n ě 0.
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Since we have triangles Xris Ñ 0Ñ Xri` 1s, where ´n ď i ď ´1, and 0,Xr0s “ X P MX
5, we
obtain that N “ Xrns P~MX 5.
(2) Dually. l
The following well known result is similar as the Schanuel’s lemma in module category, see
for instance [Kr, Appendix A].
Lemma 2.4 Assume that there are triangles X Ñf M Ñg N Ñ and X Ñf
1
M 1 Ñg
1
N 1 Ñ
such that both HomDpf,M
1q and HomDpf
1,Mq are epi. Then M ‘X 1 »M 1 ‘X.
Using Lemma 2.4, we can give the following characterizations of Auslander class and co-
Auslander class.
Proposition 2.5 p1q The subcategory MKką0 X xMX
5y´ coincides with MX
5.
p2q The subcategory Kką0M X xX 5My` coincides with X
5
M .
Proof. We prove (2) and leave the reader the proof of (1).
(2) Obviously, X 5M Ď
Kką0M X xX 5My`.
Now, take any X P Kką0M X xX 5My`, we have that Xr´ns P X
I
M , for some n ě 0 and some
suitable interval I, by the definition. We use induction on n to show that X P X IM . Then we
have also X 5M Ě
Kką0M X xX 5My` and hence two subcategories coincide with each other.
If n “ 0, thenX “ Xr0s P X IM obviously. Now assume that n ą 0 and that Xr´pn´1qs P X
I
M
implies that X P X IM (the induction assumption). Since Xr´ns P X
I
M , there is a triangle
Xr´ns Ñ M 1 Ñ N Ñ such that M 1 P addDM and N P X
I
M . Note that there always triangles
Xr´ns Ñ 0Ñ Xr´pn´ 1qs Ñ. Since Xr´pn´ 1qs, N P Kką0M and M 1, 0 P addDM , we see that
these two triangles satisfy the assumptions in Lemma 2.4. Hence we have thatM 1‘Xr´pn´1qs »
N . But X IM is closed under direct summands by Proposition 2.1, so that Xr´pn´ 1qs P X
I
M . It
follows that X P X IM by the induction assumption. l
3 Wakamatsu-silting complexes
We note firstly that, in our terms, an R-module T is Wakamatsu-tilting if and only if T is
selforthogonal such that R P X
r0,0s
T .
Now we introduce the notion of Wakamatsu-silting complexes as follows.
Definition 3.1 A complex T P DbpmodRq is said to be Wakamatsu-silting provided that T
is semi-selforthogonal and R P xX 5T y`. T is called Wakamatsu-tilting if furthermore T is
selforthogonal.
From the definition, one immediately obtain that every Wakamatsu-tilting module is Wakamatsu-
silting as a stalk complex. To see that silting complexes are also Wakamatsu-silting, we can use
the following characterization of Wakamatsu-tilting complexes.
Proposition 3.2 Let T be a complex in DbpmodRq. Then the following are equivalent.
p1q T is Wakamatsu-silting.
p2q T is semi-selforthogonal and KbpPRq Ď xX
5
T y`.
p3q T is semi-selforthogonal and there is a silting complex X such that X P xX 5T y`.
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Proof. It is followed from the facts that xX 5T y` is a triangulated subcategory by Theorem 2.2
and that any silting complex is always in KbpPRq and generates K
bpPRq, which is the smallest
triangulated subcategory contain R. l
It follows that any silting complex is Wakamatsu-silting, by Proposition 3.2 (3).
The above result also suggests the following useful corollary, which shows the property to be
Wakamatsu-silting is a derived invariance.
Corollary 3.3 Let F : DbpmodRq Ñ DbpmodSq be a triangle functor which defines a derived
equivalence. Then T P DbpmodRq is Wakamatsu-silting if and only if F pT q is Wakamatsu-
silting.
Proof. Since F is a triangle functor defining a derived equivalence, we see that T is semi-
selforthogonal if and only if F pT q is semi-selforthogonal and that R P xX 5T y` implies F pRq P
xX 5
F pT qy`. But F pRq is a tilting complex, we then obtain that F pT q is Wakamatsu-silting by
Proposition 3.2 (3). l
The corollary provides us interesting examples of Wakamatsu-silting (Wakamatsu-tilting)
complexes other than Wakamatsu-tilting modules and silting complexes. For instance, one
take a derived equivalence F : DbpmodRq Ñ DbpmodSq and take a Wakamatsu-tilting module
T P modR which is not tilting (see for instance [Wk2, Section 3]), then F pT q is a Wakamatsu-
silting (moreover, Wakamatsu-tilting) complex which, in general, is not a module again.
By the definition of Wakamatsu-silting complexes, it is easy to see that a complex T is
Wakamatsu-silting if and only if T rns is Wakamatsu-silting for some/any integer n. Thus, up to
shifts, we may assume that T P Dr´r,0spmodRq for some r ě 0. Note also that Dr´r,0spmodRq “
RKkRr´r,0s .
We have the following useful characterization of Wakamatsu-silting complexes.
Theorem 3.4 Assume that T P Dr´r,0spmodRq for some suitable integer r. Then the following
are equivalent.
p1q T is Wakamatsu-silting.
p2q T is semi-selforthogonal and R P X
r´r,0s
T .
Proof. p1q ñ p2q Note that R P Kką0T since T P Dr´r,0spmodRq, so, together with the assump-
tion R P xX 5T y`, we obtain that R P X
I
T for some interval I of integers such that T P D
IpmodRq,
by Proposition 2.5. Then, according to the definition, we have triangles Ri Ñ Ti Ñ Ri`1 Ñ,
where i ě 0 and R0 :“ R, such that each Ti P addDT and all terms in
Kką0T XDIpmodRq. We
will show that all these terms are also in Dr´r,0spmodRq, i.e., in RKkRr´r,0s .
In fact, since R and each Ti P R
Kką0 and RKką0 is coresolving, we easily obtain that each Ri P
RKką0 . Now note that, by applying the functor HomDpR,´q to these triangles, we obtain that
HomDpR,Rirksq » HomDpR,Ri`1rk´ 1sq for all k ă ´r and all i ě 0, since HomDpR,T rksq “ 0
for all k ă ´r by assumptions. Since I is a finite interval and each Ri P D
IpmodRq, there is
some t ď ´r such that all Ri P R
Kkăt. Thus, for any Ri, we obtain that
HomDpR,Rirksq » HomDpR,Ri`1rk ´ 1sq » ¨ ¨ ¨ » HomDpR,Ri`1`k´trt´ 1sq “ 0,
for all k ă ´r. That is, each Ri P R
Kkă´r . Hence, we finally obtain all terms in these triangles
are in RKkRr´r,0s “ Dr´r,0spmodRq. Hence, R P X
r´r,0s
T .
p2q ñ p1q It is obvious by the definition. l
In particular, the above result helps us characterize Wakamatsu-tilting modules in term of
Wakamatsu-silting complexes as follows.
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Proposition 3.5 Assume that T P modR. Then T is a Wakamatsu-tilting module if and only
if T is Wakamatsu-silting (as a stalk complex).
Proof. We have known that Wakamatsu-tilting modules are Wakamatsu-silting as stalk com-
plexes. Assume now T is an R-module and is Wakamatsu-silting as a stalk complex. Note that
modR “ Dr0,0spmodRq, so we have that R P X
r0,0s
T , by the previous theorem. Obviously T is
also selforthogonal, since every semi-selforthgonal module is selforthogonal. Hence we obtain
that T is a Wakamatsu-tilting module by the definition. l
It naturally arise another question: how to characterize silting complexes in term of Wakamatsu-
silting complexes? We have the following conjecture. Recall that a complex is compact in
DbpmodRq if and only if it is in KbpPRq.
Conjecture Every compact Wakamatsu-silting complex over an artin algebra is silting.
The above conjecture specifies to Wakamatsu-tilting Conjecture which asserts that every
Wakamatsu-tilting modules of finite projective dimension is tilting.
We show that the above conjecture is also a direct corollary of the finitistic dimension
conjecture. For this, the following observation is useful. The proof is left to the reader.
Lemma 3.6 Let R be an artin algebra. Then following are equivalent.
p1q The finitistic dimension conjecture holds for R.
p2q There is some fixed integer n ě 0 such that any complex X P KbpPRq X D
ra,cspmodRq,
where a ď c are any integers, has 0 as terms at positions not in ra ´ n, cs pup to homotopy
equivalences in KbpPRqq.
Theorem 3.7 Assume that R satisfies the finitistic dimension conjecture pfor instance, the
injective dimension of RR is finite or R is an Igusa-Todorov algebraq. Then every compact
Wakamatsu-silting complex over R is silting.
Proof. Up to shifts, we may assume that the compact Wakamatsu-silting complex T P Dr´r,0spmodRq
for some r ě 0. Then we have that R P X
r´r,0s
T , by Theorem 3.4. Hence, there are tri-
angles Ri Ñ Ti Ñ Ri`1 Ñ, where i ě 0 and R0 :“ R, such that Ti P addDT and all
Ri P
Kką0T X Dr´r,0spmodRq. By Lemma 3.6, there is some fixed integer n ě 0 such that
any X P KbpPRqXD
r´r,0spmodRq has 0 as terms at positions not in r´r´n, 0s (up to homotopy
equivalences in KbpPRq). Now take m “ r ` n. By applying the functor HomDpRm`1,´q to
triangles Ri Ñ Ti Ñ Ri`1 Ñ, where 0 ď i ď m, we obtain that
HomDpRm`1, Rmr1sq » HomDpRm`1, Rm´1r2sq » ¨ ¨ ¨ » HomDpRm`1, R0rm` 1sq,
because Rm`1 P
Kką0T . Note that T P KbpPRq since it is compact, so we have all Ri P K
bpPRq
for i ě 0. It follows that Rm`1 has 0 as terms at positions not in r´m, 0s, since Rm`1 P
KbpPRq XD
r´r,0spmodRq. This implies that HomDpRm`1, Rrm` 1sq “ 0. Hence we have that
HomDpRm`1, Rmr1sq » HomDpRm`1, R0rm` 1sq “ HomDpRm`1, Rrm` 1sq “ 0
and consequently, the triangle Rm Ñ Tm Ñ Rm`1 Ñ splits. Thus, Rm P addDT and T generates
R. It follows that T generates KbpPRq and T is silting. l
Note that an R-module T is Wakamatsu-tilting if and only if its dual module, i.e., DT is also
Wakamatsu-tilting [Wk2][GRS]. Here D denotes the usual duality functor for artin algebras. We
show that it is still the case for Wakamatsu-silting complexes.
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Theorem 3.8 Let T be a complex in DbpmodRq. The following are equivalent.
p1q T is Wakamatsu-silting.
p2q T is semi-selforthogonal and DR P xTX
5y´.
p3q DT pin DbpmodRoqq is Wakamatsu-silting.
Proof. p1q ñ p2q Up to shifts, we may assume that T P Dr´r,0spmodRq for some r ě 0. Thus
R P X
r´r,0s
T and cosequently, there are triangles Ri Ñ Ti Ñ Ri`1 Ñ, where i ě 0 and R0 :“ R,
such that Ti P addDT and all Ri P
Kką0T XDr´r,0spmodRq. We claim that DRrrs P TX
r´r,0s and
then the statement (2) follows.
Note the fact that DRrrs P TKką0 since T P Dr´r,0spmodRq, so we always have triangles
Kj`1 Ñ T
1
j Ñ
fj Kj Ñ, where j ě 0 and K0 :“ DR, such that each Kj P T
Kką0 (see for
instance [Ws, Lemma 3.11]). By applying the functor HompR,´q to these triangles, we have
that HompR,Kjrk ´ 1sq » HompR,Kj`1rksq for all k ă ´r and all j ě 0, since R P
Kkă´rT . In
this way, we obtain that
HompR,Kj`1rksq » ¨ ¨ ¨ » HompR,K0rk ´ j ´ 1sq “ HompR, pDRrrsqrk ´ j ´ 1sq.
But the latter is 0, since DRrrs P Dr´r,0spmodRq and k ´ j ´ 1 ă ´r. Therefore, we get that
Kj P R
Kkă´r for all j ě 0.
It remains to show that Kj P R
Kką0 for all j ě 0. By applying the functor Homp´,Kjq to
triangles Ri Ñ Ti Ñ Ri`1 Ñ, we obtain that HompRi,Kjrksq » HompRi`1,Kjrk ` 1q for all
k ą 0 and i ě 0, since Kj P T
Kką0 . Then we get that, for all k ą 0,
HompR,Kjrksq “ HompR0,Kjrksq » HompR1,Kjrk ` 1sq » ¨ ¨ ¨ » HompRj ,Kjrk ` jsq.
Now by applying the functor HompRj ,´q to triangles Kn`1 Ñ T
1
n Ñ
fn Kn Ñ, 0 ď n ď j ´ 1,
we have that
HompRj ,Kjrk`jsq » HompRj ,Kj´1rk`j´1sq » ¨ ¨ ¨ » HompRj ,K0rksq “ HompRj , pDRrrsqrksq
for all k ą 0, since Rj P
Kką0T . But it is easy to see that HompRj , pDRrrsqrksq “ 0 since
DRrrs P Dr´r,0spmodRq and k ą 0. It follows that, for each j ě 0 and all k ą 0,
HompR,Kjrksq » HompRj ,Kjrk ` jsq » HompRj , pDRrrsqrksq “ 0.
Hence we conclude that Kj P R
Kką0 for all j ě 0.
p2q ñ p3q DT is obviously semi-selforthogonal. Note that xX 5DT y` “ DpxTX
5y´q, so we have
that R “ DDR P xX 5DT y`, for DR P xTX
5y´. Hence DT is Wakamatsu-silting.
p3q ñ p1q Note we have proved that the dual complex of a Wakamatsu-silting complex is
also Wakamatsu-silting, so we obtain that T is Wakamatsu-silting, since T “ DDT and DT is
Wakamatsu-silting. l
This result also provides more examples of Wakamatsu-silting complexes. Let us define a
complex T to be cosilting if it is the dual of some silting complex. Then we see that any cosilting
complex is Wakamatsu-silting and, in general, it is not silting.
Finally, we ask the following natural question.
Question Let T be a Wakamatsu-tilting complex over an artin algebra R. Does it induce a
repetitive equivalence between R and EndT ?
The following result is easy partial answer to the question.
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Proposition 3.9 Let T be a Wakamatsu-tilting complex over an artin algebra R. Assume that
R is derived equivalent to an artin algebra S such that the image of T under the equivalence,
say W , is p1q a Wakamatsu-tilting module whose related Auslander class is covariantly finite or,
p2q a cosilting complex. Then T induces a repetitive equivalence between R and EndT .
Proof. In both cases, W induces a repetitive equivalence between S and EndW . Since R and
S are derived equivalent and W is the image of T under the equivalnce, we obtain that R and
S is repetitive equivalent and EndT » EndW . Hence there is a repetitive equivalence between
R and EndT . l
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